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195 where L ∈ R N ×dM maps the source space activity to the sensor space and is referred to as the lead-field 196 matrix, and W ∈ R N ×T is the matrix of additive measurement noise. The lead-field matrix can be esti- Given the stimulus-driven and current-driven forward models of Eqs. (3) and (4), our main goal is to 201 estimate the matrix Φ, i.e., the NCRFs. To this end, we take a Bayesian approach, which demands distribu-202 tional assumptions on the various uncertainties involved, i.e., the stimulus-independent background activity 203 and the measurement noise. For the measurement noise, we adopt the common temporally uncorrelated 204 multivariate Gaussian assumption, i.e., 206 where A 2 B := tr A BA and Σ w ∈ S N + denotes the unknown noise covariance matrix. The covariance 207 matrix Σ w can be estimated from either empty-room or pre-stimulus recordings (Engemann and Gramfort, 208 2015). Next, let V m ∈ R 3×T denote the matrix of background activity at source m, for m = 1, 2, · · · , M . 209 We adopt the following distribution for the background activity V:
i.e., the portion of the current dipoles reflecting the background activity are modeled as zero-mean indepen-212 dent Gaussian random vectors with unknown 3D covariance matrix Γ m ∈ S 3 + . Under this assumption, Eq.
213
(3) can be expressed as:
215 where Γ ∈ S 3M + is a block-diagonal covariance matrix with its m th diagonal block given by Γ m , for m = 216 1, 2, · · · , M .
217
Under these assumptions, the joint distribution of the MEG measurement and current dipole matrices 218 is given by:
By marginalizing over J (see Appendix A for details), we obtain the distribution of the MEG measurement 221 matrix parametrized by the NCRF matrix Φ and the source covariance matrix Γ:
223
It is now possible to cast the problem of finding Φ as a Bayesian estimation problem, in which a loss function 224 fully determined by the posterior distribution of NCRF matrix Φ given the MEG measurement matrix Y is 225 minimized. In other words, if Γ were known, the NCRF matrix estimation would amount to the following 226 maximum likelihood problem:
228
Another advantage of this Bayesian framework is the possibility of introducing regularization schemes that 229 can mitigate the ill-posed nature of this problem, and instead work with regularized maximum likelihood 230 problems. Note that this optimization problem makes a direct connection between the MEG measurement 231 matrix,Y and the NCRF matrix Φ and allows us to avoid the aforementioned two-stage procedures in finding 232 TRFs at the cortical level (Lalor et al., 2009; Brodbeck et al., 2018b) . As is the case in other source imaging methods, there are many fewer constraints than the free parameters 235 determining the NCRFs. This makes the problem severely ill-posed. As such, proceeding with the maximum 236 likelihood problem in Eq. (10) is likely to result in overfitting. In order to ensure robust recovery of a 237 meaningful solution to this ill-posed problem, we need to include prior knowledge on the structure of the 238 NCRFs in the form of regularization.
239
To this end, we construct regularizers based on a convex norm of the NCRF matrix Φ, to both capture 240 the structural properties of the NCRFs and facilitate algorithm development. The structural properties 241 of interest in this case are spatial sparsity over the cortical source space, sparsity of the peaks/troughs, 242 smoothness in the lag domain, and rotational invariance (Ding and Simon, 2012b; Akram et al., 2017) .
243
In order to promote smoothness in the lag domain and sparsity of the peaks/troughs, we adopt a concept is a matrix containing θ m s across its rows. Then, to enforce sparsity of the peaks/troughs, spatial sparsity, 249 and rotational invariance, we use the following mixed-norm penalty over θ m s, i.e., the Gabor coefficients: Figure 1 : Mixed-norm penalty term P 2,1,1 (Θ) for regularizing the loss function. The penalty term is constructed by first isolating all 3D Gabor coefficient vectors across the dictionary elements and space, and then aggregating their 2 norm. As a result, it promotes sparsity in space and Gabor coefficients, while being invariant to the orientation of the dipole currents.
Let θ m,l ∈ R 3 be the l th Gabor coefficient vector for the m th NCRF. Note that the summand is θ m,l 2 , 252 which is a rotational invariant norm with respect to the choice of dipole RAS coordinate system. This 253 structural feature allows the estimates to be robust to coordinate rotations (see Appendix B). The inner 254 summation of θ m,l 2 (as opposed to θ m,l 2 2 ) over l = 1, 2, · · · ,L enforces group sparsity of the Gabor 255 coefficients (i.e., the number of peaks/troughs), akin to the effect of 1 -norm. Finally, the outer summation 256 over m = 1, 2, · · · , M promotes spatial sparsity of the NCRFs (see Fig. 1 , and also Appendix B).
257
Using this change of variables and regularization scheme, we can reformulate (10) as the following 258 regularized maximum likelihood problem:
260
The parameter η > 0 controls the trade-off between data fidelity and regularization, i.e., the complexity of 261 the resulting model grows inversely with the magnitude of η. This parameter can be chosen in a data-driven 262 fashion using cross-validation (see Section 3.2). Fig. 2 
Unfortunately, the loss function in Eq. (13) is not convex in Γ. However, given an estimate of Θ, solv-277 ing for the minimizer of (13) in Γ is a well-known problem in Bayesian estimation and is referred to as 278 evidence maximization or empirical Bayes (Berger, 1985) . Although a general solution to this problem is 279 not straightforward to obtain, there exist several Expectation-Maximization (EM)-type algorithms, such as Since simultaneous minimization of (13) with respect to both Θ and Γ is not straightforward, we instead 286 aim to optimize the objective function by alternatingly updating Θ and Γ, keeping one fixed at a time.
287
Suppose after the r th iteration, the updated variable pair is given by Θ (r) , Γ (r) , then the update rules for 288 (r + 1) th iteration are as given as follows:
289
Updating Γ
290
With Θ = Θ (r) , Eq. (13) reduces to the following optimization problem:
in Γ, it can be solved via the Champagne algorithm (Wipf et al., 2010) , which solves for Γ by updating a 294 set of auxiliary variables iteratively. Though the solution Γ (r+1) is not guaranteed to be a global minimum, 295 the convergence rate is fast (with computation cost per iteration being linear in N ), and more importantly 296 each iteration is guaranteed not to increase the loss function in Eq. (14).
297
Updating Θ
298
Fixing Γ = Γ (r+1) , results in the following convex optimization problem over Θ:
The first term in Eq. (15) is a smooth differentiable function whose 301 gradient is straightforward to compute, and the proximal operator for the penalty term P 2,1,1 (Θ) has a 
307
Although the loss function is not jointly-convex in (Θ, Γ), the foregoing update steps ensure that the 308 loss in (13) is not increased at any iteration and stops changing when a fixed-point or limit-cycle is reached 309 (Wright, 2015) . Finally, Γ 0 can be initialized according to MNE-Python recommendations for choosing the 310 source covariance matrix in computing linear inverse operators. Also note that due to the efficiency of the 311 overall solver, it is possible to start the optimization with several randomized initializations, and choose the 312 best solution among several potential alternatives. The preceding sections focused on the case of a single stimulus feature variable, i.e., the speech envelope.
315
However, complex auditory stimuli such as natural speech, are processed at various levels of hierarchy. Upon 316 entering the ears, the auditory signal is decomposed into an approximate spectrogram representation at the 317 cochlear level prior to moving further into the auditory pathway (Yang et al., 1992) . Beyond these low-318 level acoustic features, higher-level phonemic, lexical, and semantic features of the natural speech are also 319 processed in the brain. Thus, to obtain a complete picture of complex auditory cortical processing, it is 320 desirable to consider response functions corresponding to more than one feature variable.
321

Algorithm 1 The Champ-Lasso Algorithm over Multiple Trials
Input: MEG observations Y k , modified stimuli matrix S k , for k = 1, 2, · · · , K; Lead-field matrix L;
Regularization parameter η; initial values of Θ 0 ; Tolerance parameter tol ∈ (0, 10 −3 ), Maximum number of outer iterations R max ∈ N + .
1: r = 0 . for k = 1, · · · , K do 4: Next, we consider extension to K different trials corresponding to possibly different auditory stimuli.
334
Let the stimuli, MEG observation, and background activity covariance matrices for the k th trial be denoted 335 by S k , Y k , and Γ k , respectively, for k = 1, · · · , K. We can extend the optimization problem of Eq. (13) as 336 follows:
338
In doing so, we have assumed that the background activity is a stationary Gaussian process within a trial tified by (Westerlund et al., 2015) , Before applying the Champ-Lasso algorithm to localize NCRFs from experimentally recorded data, we 432 assessed its performance using realistic simulation studies with known ground truth. In accordance with our experimental settings, we synthesized six 1 min long MEG data segments according to the forward model of Eqs. (3) and (4), mimicking the neural processing of the speech envelope. To this end, we simulated 435 temporal response functions of length 500 ms (with significant M50 and M100 components) associated with 436 dipole current sources within the auditory and motor cortices. Fig. 3A shows the simulated activity over boosting estimates are overly sparse. Also, the poor signal-to-noise ratio caused the estimates to exhibit 473 spurious peaks in the anterior temporal and inferior frontal lobes: the prominence of these spurious peaks 474 in the Champagne-boosting estimates results in fully overshadowing the true sources. In addition, the two-475 stage localized TRFs are rescaled using the standard deviation of the sources before plotting. This rescaling, 476 combined with the poor signal-to-noise ratio, leads to the large scaling discrepancy between the estimates 477 and the ground truth. It is worth noting that despite the fact that the Champ-Lasso algorithm is unaware 478 of the true dipole orientations, the resulting NCRF orientations closely match the normal directions of the 479 patches (see Fig. 4 ). The Champ-Lasso also successfully suppresses spurious peaks in the anterior temporal 480 and inferior frontal lobes, demonstrating its robustness to background activity.
481
Benchmarking metrics described in Section 2.11 are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 . Table 1 Champagne-boosting 0.993 0.891 0.904 1.000 Table 2 : Comparison with respect to the reconstruction metrics: Pearson correlation coefficients between the estimated principal orientation and principal time course and the ground truth, as well as their selectivity (higher is better) for different cortical patches (lA1, rA1, rM and rA2 as in Fig. 4) . The bold numerical values indicate the best performance among the different estimation methodologies in each category. 
Lorem ipsum
Analysis of the Semantic Composition NCRFs
524
The estimated NCRFs corresponding to the semantic composition feature variable are shown in Fig. 7A , 525 along with 5 representative NCRFs in Fig. 7B . These include two left auditory (lA1 sc and lA2 sc ), two right 526 frontal (rF1 sc and rF2 sc ), and one right middle temporal (rMT sc ) NCRF. The main NCRF components in 527 the left AC peak at around 155 ms and 475 ms, with the earlier peak being ventral to the later one (see 528 lA1 sc and lA2 sc in Fig. 7B ). The significant right hemispheric NCRFs are temporally concentrated between 529 155 to 210 ms, and appear superior to those in the left hemisphere, involving inferior frontal gyrus (IFG).
530
Strikingly, these NCRFs in the right hemisphere seem to move in the anterosuperior direction until around 531 185 ms, at which point the right hemisphere exhibits strong frontal activity (Fig. 7A ). The NCRFs return to 532 their initial location afterwards at around 210 ms. This sequence of spatiotemporal changes is also evident 533 in the sequence of temporal peaks in Fig. 7B , given by rMT sc → rF2 sc → rF1 sc → rF2 sc .
534
involving not only the temporal lobe, but also the motor and frontal cortices (Scott and Johnsrude, 2003; 570 Hickok and Poeppel, 2004; Davis and Johnsrude, 2007; Okada et al., 2010; Peelle et al., 2010; de Heer et al., 571 2017). To probe the functional organization of this hierarchy, we estimated NCRFs corresponding to features 572 extracted from speech at the acoustic, lexical and semantic levels and found distinct patterns of cortical 573 processing at high spatiotemporal resolutions. Our results indeed imply that while the acoustic and lexical 574 features are processed primarily within the temporal and motor cortical regions (Fadiga et al., 2002; Wilson 575 et al., 2004; Pulvermüller et al., 2006; Crinion et al., 2003; Dewitt and Rauschecker, 2012; Mesgarani et al., 576 2014; Hullett et al., 2016) , phrase-level processing, assessed here using the semantic composition variable, 577 is carried out through the involvement of the frontal cortex (Kaas and Hackett, 1999; Hickok and Poeppel, 578 2007; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009 ).
579
Another advantage of our proposed methodology is mitigating the dependence of the solution on the work), MR images are not available, relying only on an average head model, instead of one informed by the subject-specific cortical geometry. In order to mitigate the need for such information, we utilized a 587 free-orientation volumetric source space in our estimation framework. While this makes the underlying 588 optimization problem more involved and computationally intensive, it adds more than a compensatory 589 amount of flexibility to the underlying models and allows them to recover missing information regarding 590 the cortical source space geometry. To this end, we used rotationally invariant sparsity-inducing priors to 591 regularize the spatiotemporal distribution of the NCRFs. Together with the aforementioned data-driven 592 source covariance adaptation, this regularization scheme results in consistent source orientation estimates 593 and provides a degree of immunity to unwanted side-effects of error-prone coordinate-frame rotations. To
To obtain the marginal distribution of Eq. (9) from the joint distribution of Eq. (8), one needs to 619 integrate out J from the latter. Alternatively, thanks to the Gaussian assumption in Eq. (5) and Eq. (7), 620 the marginalization can be carried out as follows. We start from the probabilistic generative model: In this appendix, we provide more details on the regularization scheme used for NCRF estimation. Recall 630 that the NCRF matrix estimation amounts to the following maximum likelihood problem:
given a particular choice of Γ. With this choice, one can find the gradient of the objective as: which contains a priori information about the problem, in order to reduce the estimation variance. In 642 addition, the NCRF model typically has many more free parameters than the observed data points, and without introducing prior information, the estimation problem is prone to over-fitting. to be normal to the cortical patches in the NCRF formulation, the proposed penalty coincides with 1 -658 regularization.
659
Another advantage of this mixed-norm penalty is its rotational invariance when working with 3D vector- for 1D samples (Mardia, 1975) . The resulting T 2 -maps are then processed by the TFCE algorithm. As before,
709
to construct a non-parametric distribution of maximum TFCE values under the null hypothesis, maximum 710 values of the TFCE-processed T 2 maps on 10000 different random permutations of the data are recorded. In 711 each permutation, the vector-valued NCRF components of each subject undergo uniform random rotations 712 in 3D (Miles, 1965) . The original TFCE values that exceed the (1 − α) percentile of the null distribution are 713 considered significant at a level of α, corrected for multiple comparisons across the sources.
714
Traditionally, response functions are estimated as scalar functions of the data, either over the sensor 715 space or over the source space by orientation-constrained inverse solvers. Considering the directional vari-716 ability of the NCRF estimates at the group level, however, takes into account the group level anatomical 717 variability that may effect the current dipole orientations. In addition, the Vector Test is less computation-ally demanding than the Length Test, because it does not require refitting NCRFs for permuted models. In the Results section of the manuscript, we presented the NCRFs masked at a significance level of 5%, based 720 on the Length Test. To demonstrate the difference between these two tests, here we also present the sames 721 results using the Vector Test (Fig C.9) . and the introduction of a new and improved word frequency measure for american english. Behavior research methods 41, normal speech comprehension. Brain 126, 1193-1201. https://doi.org/10.1093/brain/awg104.
